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JOHN QUELCH

“Dumb Ways to Die”: Advertising Train Safety (C)
The “Dumb Ways to Die” (DWTD) campaign stole the show at the June 2013 Cannes Lions
festival, international advertising’s annual awards event. DWTD captured a record five Cannes
Grand Prix.1
David Gallagher, chair of the Cannes Public Relations Lions awards jury, stated: “The content was
based on real human insight—it was fun, engaging and immensely shareable. And it led to a 21
percent reduction in serious train accidents, so it was very effective.”2
John Mescall, executive creative director at McCann and the copywriter on DWTD, commented:
“We could have shown documentary film in which people get hit by trains, but we were going for
entertainment rather than shock value. . . . We didn’t preach, we didn’t threaten, we didn’t
lecture. . . . We wanted to engage a young audience who are wired to resist lectures and warnings
from authorities, but would share recommendations peer-to-peer. It allows you to call out your
friends without losing your cred.”3
Speaking at Cannes, Mescall said: “When you’re trying to achieve behavioral change in a world of
blunt instruments, it’s far more effective to bring people along than hit them with your
message. . . . Rather than repel young people who didn’t want to hear a message about train safety,
DWTD made it socially acceptable to discuss something as boring as being safe around trains.”4
DWTD was extended across the full range of media. There was even a DWTD mobile phone app
in which players had to prevent characters from dying a gruesome death. Supermodel Kate Moss
revealed in an interview that this was her favorite phone app. “It is totally addictive,” she said.5 The
game climbed to number one in 17 countries. The app also invited players to pledge “not to do dumb
stuff around trains.”6
Between November 2012 and July 2013, the DWTD public service announcement was viewed 57
million times and garnered 3.8 Facebook shares, making it the most-shared PSA in history.7 Eight
months after launch, DWTD was still the fourth most-shared ad of the month. One million online
pledges were received.8 Commentators estimated the value of free media coverage—including stories
about the ad—at $60 million.9 The song charted in 28 countries.10
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Commenting on the low budget campaign’s effectiveness, Mescall stated: “You don’t need a lot of
money to do something outstanding. . . . It gives heart to marketers everywhere.”11
Metro Trains reported a 30% reduction in near-miss accidents, from 13.29 near-misses per million
kilometers traveled from November 2011 to January 2012, to 9.17 near-misses per million kilometers
traveled from November 2012 to January 2013.12
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